Calculation for generation of OH radicals in N 2 plasma.
In order to understand the reason for more generation of H 2 O 2 , we have to understand the generation of OH radicals in N 2 plasma. One of the most important reactive species in the N 2 plasma are the excited nitrogen molecules in a metastable level of 
Where v th is the electron thermal speed. For the electron temperature T e = 1 eV, the excitation coefficient in Eq. (1) 
Where n N2 and n H2O are nitrogen and water molecular densities, respectively, and n p is the plasma density. 3 . The density of NH radical in comparison with the hydroxyl density was found to be very low. However, discharge plasma in the nitrogen gas mixed with water molecules generates the NH radicals, but the density of NH radicals is 5 orders in magnitude less than the hydroxyl density. This suggests that hydroxyl radicals are the dominating species in the nitrogen plasma and which in turn react with each other to form hydrogen peroxides. 
Figure Captions
Fig. S1. Conversion of TA to HTA using different feeding gases plasma for 3 min using fluorescence spectroscopy. Fig. S2 . The emission spectra of atmospheric-pressure plasma jet (APPJ) with Air as feeding gas.
Fig . S3 . The emission spectra of atmospheric-pressure plasma jet (APPJ) with N 2 as feeding gas.
Fig . S4 . The emission spectra of atmospheric-pressure plasma jet (APPJ) with Ar as feeding gas. Table S2 . The variation in the particle size of proteins (Hb and Mb) after the treatment with soft plasma jet using different feeding gases. Mb + Ar plasma 37.6 ± 3
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